
I am in a school with a girl and a musician. I hold a guitar even though I don't know how to play it and we get in a room. She wants to talk to her old teacher there but he is having a class and has to dismiss his students. He then starts talking with me and I tell him about my exhibitions.

I am in a bar seating next to the brother of a dead friend. The table is actually inclined and I realize that the glasses are not falling. I try to get one but all of them on the table start sliding down. I then ask the guy for help but he just keeps observing and tell me to let them fall all of them down.

I am seating on a hill and talk to a street musician. On the top of the hill I see my university colleagues running naked and I try to pretend not to notice them. My supervisor is actually among them and comes seating in front of us. I get afraid but then realize she is too drunk to recognize me.

I am in a room with a lot of important industrialists. I actually seat at the edge and look at them forming a circle and starting to vote for a leader. Suddenly a guy dressing with military boots and with a star tattoo under one eye comes in to threaten them. He is the leader of the fascist party.

I am at a party hiding in the toilette. I actually don't want to get caught and check among the people if I see the guy that he is pretending to be me. He actually arrives from behind and I tell him that we should keep apart from one another not to get caught. He stays with me and I leave.

I am on a bus and look at a passenger using a brush to paint the street signs. We actually reach a city with a lot of old graffiti and I walk around with my spiritual friend to paint white over them. There is also a kid doing small figures and a black guy who put a cigarette on a black wall.

I am outside of a library and talk to my Polish friend. We can see the forest around the city and I ask him if he managed to get an apartment. He then tells me that they found a place further away but it will only be free after the winter. They are not even sure they will be able to rent it out.

I am on a small hill with an old friend and I realize that he lives somewhere there. I do remember his house but cannot find it and see a door going right inside the hill. I open it and see that there is a lot of stuff in the entrance but that the rest is empty and there is a bedroom where they sleep.

I am walking with a friend through a park and see my Chinese boss playing table tennis with his kids. I then try to hide behind my friend but he sees me. He then starts chasing us and I remove my shoes and run on the asphalt to the station. My train has just left and I crawl another one.

I am on my way to visit my mother but realize that the road has collapsed. I then climb along the precipice even though it is quite scary. As I am almost in the middle I remember that I left my pouch with all my documents and credit cards at a friend. I think of going back but can do without it.

I am in the house of an American woman and open the door to a couple that is renting a room from her. I take them upstairs to a bedroom located in between two floors. The ceiling is very low but there is a lot of sun coming through the window and they go inside getting ready to make love.

I am walking with a friend in a city and reach the entrance of a metro. There is a basker playing music there and my friend finds a whistle on the ground. He then starts whistling along  but it is nothing special and I get the whistle rotating the cylinder to play the scale up and then down.

I am on my way to an high school and recognize the captain of my American swimming team. He was always bullying me but I anyway tell him who I am. He is happy to see me and gives me his phone number so that I can join his party even though it is in the evening and I don't know anyone.

I am walking on a street with two lesbian and take one by the hand to show her my apartment. As we are approaching the condominium I give her a kiss and she starts grabbing me. We then go inside but my girlfriend is there and cries. I then let the lesbian go and start kissing her instead.

I am working in the garden right in front of my barn in the mountains when an old girlfriend comes with her new boyfriend. I then try not to pay attention to her and just talk to him. She wants me to show him the fields I own and I take him to the edge of the garden but only see a deep valley.

I am in an apartment with a Austrian girl. She is actually showering in the living room and we kiss but the door rings. I then go to open and an old friend comes in with his Austrian girlfriend. It has been years we haven't seen each other and I hug him and tell him how much I searched for him.

I am in a square with a girl and start looking at her face. She is actually very pretty and I am about to tell her but her boyfriend comes. The latter is a rapper and creates a song for him but she realizes that he has been with another girl and puts in a machine to cut his fingerprint off his thumb.

I am driving with friends behind me in a different car and reach the boarder with Switzerland. We then stop to discuss on a map which way to go. I propose to cross it and we start driving again in the mountains but I loose them and realize that we should turned right to Austria in the middle.

I am walking under a Swiss mountain and look at a girl. I can see her red hairs and imagine to be pretty but her face is ugly. I then turn in a tunnel and also realize that it is very long and boring. There are some plain walls between the cement columns and I think there should be murals there.

I am doing a queue inside a small supermarket. I actually only got some blueberries and reach the middle that I see a bigger kind of blueberries in discount. I decide to keep the one I already took but when I get to the cashier I realize that I took both. It is too late and I have to pay a lot. 

I am in an airport and meet my Polish friend and his girlfriend. I then ask them to seat down with me but she starts complaining that she has been sitting all day. We then take a walk together and she complains about her art project but I encourage her saying that she managed a podcast.

I am walking with two friends in an old city. There is a very long portico and we start going all the way through it. A skinny cat follows us and I realize that he lives in a palazzo at the very end. He seems lost but I try to make him walk further until he recognizes that he is home and runs there.

I am in an apartment with my son and my girlfriend. The latter shows us two photos of her vagina. In both photos there is a piece of shit but in the most recent one it is bigger. She then asks us what do we think it is and I realize that it must be our new son even though we never made love.

I am walking in a city and see a transvestite. I then realize that I am in the neighborhood for homosexuals and tell a local girl who is walking next to me. She doesn't believe me but I show her that there is a flat platform going over the staircase so that they can walk all the way to the city center.

I am in a garden walking up to my mountain barn. There are actually some ropes delimiting the path and I have to go in a zigzag. My neighbours' kids are actually walking down and I see that they are carrying small bikes. They belong to my kid but I anyway let them go by without talking.

I am walking on a bridge and see a ferry approaching on the opposite side. I then start crossing over some boats but there is still some river I would have to cross swimming. I manage to untie one of the boats even though it is sinking and use my hands to get on time before the ferry arrives.

I am in my former parents in law's place walking along the apple garden into the farm. Everything became very old there and I meet my father-in-law after many years. He also became very tiny and he shows me how he has managed to arrange the kitchen with an old fridge without electricity.

I am in an apartment with my girlfriend and she goes out in the terrace overlooking a street. We are waiting for her mother and boyfriend to dine with us and my girlfriend is able to see them approaching. I wave at them but realize that there is a Chinese with them and he is also coming over. 

I am working on my computer and get a call from my cousin. He wants to help me with the building of my cathedral and I try to explain to him what I am aiming at. It is too difficult and he invites me to reach him. I then realize that he is on the beach with his wife and kid about to go biking.

I am with my mother in the studio of her notary. The latter comes out with the documents to buy my new apartment. They are actually blank and she starts to draw by heart every room with the actual measurements. Se even remembers how big they are excluding the walls around them.

I am following my girlfriend up a staircase of an old city. Suddenly I hear an old friend calling me from behind. I then realize that I am standing on a scaffolding and try to talk to him but he cannot hear. I have to go down even though it is dangerous and I loose track of my girlfriend.

I am at my parents' place and see them coming. I then go downstairs in the garden and notice that they have the same small car of when they were young. I look inside and see that they are very young and I will have to tell them that my girlfriend is not moving with me because she is lesbian.

I am with my girlfriend walking across a square and show her and apartment that I was considering buying for us. The owner opens and he shows us the place. It is at the ground floor and very dark but he then tells us that with a little bit more money we can get a bit attic behind a door.

I am walking with a friend on a street when an Indian lady stops to talk to us. I understand that she wants to cheat us and I try to avoid her but my friend stops. I then see that she is trying to convert him in his religion and I immediately take him with me and hide inside a public bathroom.

I am in a remote village in China and a local is showing an American tourist a very cheap handmade carpet. It has the logo of an American cartoon and I realize that an old friend is also there to make business with his bosses. He then tells me to check the more expensive and bigger carpets.

I am in an apartment with my girlfriend and she tells me that she is invite her friends to massage each other and get drunk. It was actually a secret and I get very angry taking a whole glass of liquor and spilling it on the floor. I then go in my room and call her to announce that I break up.

I am in a lounge with my colleagues. They are actually seating and I am walking around with a kid showing him a shelf in which each of my colleague is represented by a toy character. I am almost at the bottom but my character is much bigger than the other ones. Our old professor is a sofa.

I am going up the staircase to an apartment and find my girlfriend seating on the top of the staircase. She then tells me that they just removed cancer in her hand and she shows me the scar. They might need to cut her entire right hand and her left thumb but I tell her that I will be on her side.

I am walking on a street and see a small crowd in front of me blocking it. I then try to walk through it but I am push back. I pay attention to what the people there are doing and realize that they are demonstrating for independence. I try talking to their leader but he has very hard ideas.

I am walking along a river recording my thoughts. As I start walking in a city again I try to listen to them but realize that the recording is very bad and they are uncomprehensible. At the end of the recording is a voice of a colleague introducing her work and I realize that her voice is very clear.

I am on a bus with my stepfather and sister. We actually pass by my family old villa and the bus stops. I then ask them if we shouldn't get off but they tell me not to. As we pass another villa they realize that I was right and we help the old owner getting off. He then rewards us with his shoe.

I am in an apartment looking at the Jewish friend playing with a snake. She becomes so small that she starts riding it and I realize that he must have eaten her. I then close his cage and put a lot of paper tape around it writing a poem for her. He can't breath and dies but she comes back. 

I am walking in the small islands of a big river. My old neighbour in the mountain just got angry about me cutting his trees and I think of building my cathedral there instead. I actually reach some apartments and realize that it is too dark there and they are all closed but a few in the sun.

I am in a cafeteria where a lot of fancy people are eating. I am actually quite late for lunch but find an empty table and put my things there. I then go up to the buffet to look for some food but realize that there is a song in the background. It is actually from my phone and I let it play anyway.

I am walking in a park and get a message on my phone from an old girlfriend with very big bubs. I can only see the picture of her with her beautiful friends but I cannot read the text. As I walk back I realize that she is only inviting me to a theater play she is organizing with them.

I am on top of a roof and walk down to the ground floor. I then realize that it is the place where I just bought my apartment. As I walk out I notice that an entire condominium is a green house. At the entrance there are several bins to recycle many different kinds of material and I try to use one.

I am walking on a street of a modern city and try to pass a Japanese girl. She actually keeps up with me and we start walking side by side. I hear a romantic music playing and I soon realize that it comes from my phone in my pocket. I try to lower the volume but it gets higher and I let it be.

I am in a big crossing wondering how to get on the opposite side. A Russian man shows up to guide through it but we end up in a small museum. In the first room there are a lot of eyes. In the second there is the wax sculpture of a German dictator and he picks up his shooting gun to kill me. 

I am in a big room on top of a skyscraper and see a little girl attaching the drawing of a big fish on a wall. She actually drops it and I try to help her but there are a lot of other animals. I then hang it on an empty glass wall and the fish starts moving projecting its colored shadow in the city.

I am watching a commercial about an expat guy suggesting his favorite hairdresser in a big Asian city. They actually show a map and he tells how close the place is to his apartment. As I think how modern they are showing the city the guy starts talking about another shop that is even closer.

I am in a cafe talking to a Chinese woman dealing with fabric. I then tell her about my uncle also buying fabric in China and I try to show her a picture of him. I actually have too many and the only photo of my uncle shows him in profile. He is actually with us dressing a Chinese gold dress.

I am with my American curator friend on the dock of an empty lake. He is actually peeing in it and I am also about to do so when an old reach lady comes between us. She actually pulls her dress up to air her pussy and breast. Her body is really beautiful and my friend decides to go for her.

I am walking past my relatives' villa and see that the walls have been renovated. I then look inside and see that the villa itself has been renovated with yellow plaster. As I keep walking through the village I realize that all the buildings there have also been renovated with the same plaster.

I am in a university and meet a colleague to discuss the literature for the courses I am teaching. He tells me that I am late to finalize one course and I blame my old supervisor who is very slow. I also tell him that another course I am teaching has been already presented a long time ago.

I am in a pub and see an old acquaintance. I then hit him behind with my hat and tell him that I saw him recently drinking beer with his friends outside the pub. He then starts talking to me in Venetian dialect and I feel sorry for my girlfriend who will move there and can only speak Italian.

I am on a bus going through a dry countryside in the south. I have actually just moved there with my girlfriend and I am looking for an hardware store. As we arrive to a village I get off and ask a man where to find it. He then tells me to keep walking straight and I realize that I am in a big city.

I am in the entrance of the museum and meet my old Swedish boss. He is actually the director of the museum and tells me to go inside. I then visit the ground floor but it is very dark and only see the work of a black artists on the first floor. He uses a ray of light to light up a glass bowl.

I am in the porch of a villa looking with my girlfriend at the little bird we just got. It is standing on porch on the edge of the wooden staircase eating some crunches and our American neighbour comes to take a photo of it. She doesn't seem angry about us having a new pet and rises up smiling.

I am in a bar playing on a slot machine and listen to the conversation of two men behind me. They are talking about the situation in the Netherlands and I understand that it got really bad and people there are without work. My girlfriend actually arrives and I don't tell her about her country.

I am sleeping in a hostel when two guys enter the dormitory. One of them actually wakes me up as he is supposed to sleep in my bed. I then realize that it is very late and I am supposed to check out. I also have an appointment and I start walking in the city when I should have taken the metro.

I am walking in the countryside with some foreign friends. We are actually going to row and my rowing teacher calls me. I then tell him that he doesn't need to come but he shows me on a satellite photo how the neighbour ahead of me a lot of people have died. I already know of one of them.

I am in a room with a man and his son. We actually decide to play pool and we let the young guy to try first. He is unable to hit the ball with the stick and I get to try. There are two balls in a perfect diagonal and I try to hit them but I am too weak and the white ball barely touches the first one.

I am driving the car through a foreign town and hear the GPS device that there will be a gas station coming up. I then get ready to turn but realize that the pump is in a antique shop. There are a lot of ancient masks on the driveway but I am able to avoid them and park the car at the pump.

I am talking on the phone to my best friend and seat under an olive tree. There is a dirt road in front and two old friends come by bike. I then let them talk to my old friend on the phone but he also reaches us by bike and starts wondering why I am not with a bicycle. I actually came walking.

I am walking away on the small road towards my mountain village and see the daughter of my neighbour approaching. She actually made herself blond and I realize that she look quite okay. Her cousin also comes behind her and I realize that she also made her beautiful red hair blond.

I am walking on a small road overlooking a big lake. I reach a small village and I realize that it is not the one where I have to go. I then take the road up and hear the cook of a small restaurant complaining that the owner owns him quite a lot of money. He accepts it and go back in the kitchen.

I am next to a small station and see that the train is departing. It is very old and I am able to jump inside even though I am without ticket. I actually think that it is going to the next village right ahead but it suddenly turns up on a mountain. It is very steep and I realize that it is a roller coaster.

I am in at the boarder waiting to go through the police check. The guy in front of me gets caught with merchandises. He doesn't have the receipt and I realize that I am also carrying two guns for my son. I then show them to the police and say that they are used. They believe it and let me go. 

I am in an airport when a steward tells me that I need a special service to go through with my luggage. He then pairs me with an Indian man who is supposed to carry it for me. I then realize that he only wants my money and I walk away but see that they are registering my luggage as lost.

I am the pilot of a war plane and actually spot a column of enemies. I then fly very low over them and start shooting at the trucks avoiding the actual people. There is a machine gun inside it and it also get hit but then start to also shoot at all the soldiers walking along the trucks.

I am in my new house and realize that I also have a sauna. To get there I have to walk through the neighbours' yard and wonder if I have to do it every time I want to use it. I find a way to get in the sauna without going through my neighbours and realize that it is beautiful inside with marble.

I am in an old town with two friends and they buy two brooms. They actually try them on the spot and I throw the dirty water on a bush but a woman gets angry. I then leave and start offending her but her husband comes after me and wants my name to sue me. I then give him a fake name.

I am in an apartment with my best friend. It is very late and I realize that it is not even his apartment. The host comes in the living room to meet us and looks for some drinks to give us but my best friend wants to start drinking a bottle of champagne he brought along and we start drinking.

I am walking with my best friend in a square and see a small market. We then reach one stand and see several hand made objects. One of them is a long necklace and we try it on. It is made of thick black medals with white edges and we realize that they have been manually cut from used tires.

I am in a gas station with my mother and she starts bragging about winning all the car races. I then realize that it is because she has a very expensive car and other women pilots cannot afford them. She actually starts driving her car out of the station and I realize that it is an old model. 

I am in the office with my Ukrainian colleague and he shows me on his computer how he is planning to promote a paper we wrote together. It is about Roman stoicism and I realize that I wrote it entirely myself. I only decided to have him as a second author to promote it through his network.

I am walking with my parents and reach the village of my biological father. My mother then complains that they had such a beautiful house and we actually go to see it. It is now a restaurant next to a small river and I seat down even though I see that my relatives are coming to serve us.

I am on a very packed train standing among some business men in the middle of a wagon. I feel hopeless but we come to a stop and some of them get off. I then get two girls standing in front of me and I see that they are drawing but don't have an eraser. I try to give them mine but drop it.

I am in the office of the real estate agent who just sold me an apartment. He is doing some other work and tells me that I could get some work from them. I am almost falling asleep and don't answer even though I am very interested. He actually only meant that I can do an internship with them.

I am in a car with my mountain neighbours' son. We are actually driving to a tennis court I have just rented for an hour. I was supposed to hold a class there but spent the hour driving around with him. He actually stops in a parking lot and it starts snowing even though it is already spring.

I am in an apartment cooking. My best friend is behind me talking to two sisters from United States. They are both beautiful but he can't convince them to stay and they leave. He actually manage to ask the youngest sister if they can make love. She agrees and I realize that she is not so pretty.

I am with my son and his friend walking in the countryside. They actually run across the street and I yell to my son that he shouldn't wear flat shoes like that. He doesn't care and remove them to get inside bus stop submersed in a puddle. My bus arrives and I see him off with his mother.

I am with my nephew walking in an old city at night. We are still far from home and I can see that she is getting tired. I then play with her and end up in front of an hairdresser. It is inside a beautiful old building of only one floor and with Arabic windows. On the other side is a boring building.

I am alone walking in a dirt road and hear some bikers coming behind me. I then move to the side and realize that they all have electric bikes. Behind them is an old farmer going on a normal old bike and I also find one next to the road. I then take it and manage to bike pass everyone. 

I am with my girlfriend and come in front of an hotel with people dressing for carnival. We go inside and seat on the table but the Bengali waiter tells us that they will be closing. I then order a salad but see that there is another waiter putting salmon on a grill and I realize that he is stealing it.

I am in an American high school where my kid is studying. I actually need to go to the bathroom and walk upstairs even though they are starting the graduation ceremony downstairs. I go in the a toilette and as I walk out again I find the plaque commemorating an old friend who died there.

I am in a cafe with my girlfriend and her best friend. We actually just ate a cake and are ready to leave but the latter says that she usually eats more. We then order a carrot salad for her and the son of the Austrian owner brings it to us. A leaf on top resembles a bat and I say it German.

I am walking in a city with an Indian guy and he shows me the condominium where he lives. It looks Indian and I ask him whether he built it with his family. He denies it but there is even the sculpture of an Indian elephant. As we keep walking I see the Indian embassy on the opposite side.

I am watching the video of a famous rock star. He is talking on the stage before playing a famous song but I cannot understand what he is saying. He even cut his hair and starts playing the guitar without the rest of the band. He is very skilled and everyone is impressed he can plays so well.

I am walking in the under passage of a station and see my colleagues buying a ticket. They are actually going to the presentation of another colleague but I have to go to the university to teach. My old supervisor is actually with them and we catch the same try but don't talk to each other.

I am walking on a road in my parents' old village. I then hear the people living there complaining about a big event. There are going to be a lot of people attending it but they don't like the fact that these people will park their cars everywhere on the street next to their shelves filled with bags.

I am in a forest following a guy who is instructing a carterpiller to pull down trees. As we reach a small summit I realize that it is my forest. There is a road ahead and I understand that it is the boarder with my neighbour. I then tell the guy to cut all the trees all the way until the road.

I am biking in a busy country road and decide to take a smaller one to the side. I then take it but there is a big truck in front of me and I decide to turn again but the bus also turns and I go straight through a small village even though there are a lot of corbel stones that could damage my tires.

I am walking through a town with many people seating outside to drink coffee. I actually reach a park outside that it is dark and I see some women dancing in front of small elephants reflecting a colorful light. I am afraid of them but need to walk in front of one of a dancer to go across.

I am in a classroom and listen to an English artist. She actually writes on the board for me the dates of the conference I am supposed to attend. I will need to give a presentation but realize I have two other conferences schedule the exact same date and I don't even know how to attend them.

I am in a park at night doing gymnastic on top of a rock. Two girls from Alaska start running down standing on their hands. They actually start rolling and I also roll with them but reach the bottom and realize that there are some short iron sticks of a fence that could have stubbed me to death.

I am with my girlfriend in a old Italian city and reach a bar at the end of a road. The owner starts talking to her giving us a alcoholic drink. He then tells her about his cellar with a lot of alcohol and I realize he wants to take her there to kiss her but right away take her by the hand and walk out.

I am in the apartment of two girls and realize that her mother just got home. I then start walking through my room but also meet their father. He is American but starts talking to me in Swedish. I let him go to his room to change and I walk to mine looking at his red hair on below his bold head.

I am walking in a small town with a friend and come to a courtyard. There are shops all around it but it is empty and I wonder with her how people can survive there. On the opposite corner is actually a pub and it looks like that it was burnt down but we go to check and see that it is renovated.

I am with my Polish friend and his girlfriend walking up a mountain. There is also an art critic with us and they start praising the beautiful night sky on top. The road is actually very bed and we have to go with our luggage over some old pipes. I then joke saying that they bring the utilities up.


